
The Anonymous Thief

Each year merchants lose
millions of dollars to the

anonymous thief, the
shoplifter. Describes the
latest shoplifting
techniques, and shows
how to spot shoplifters
and stop them before they
strike.
Adult
14 minutes, order 2-5040-IN

Anywhere But Here:
Prostitution And The
Law

Shows how enforcement
strategies have only

moved the problem from
area to area. Interviews all
the players in this
convoluted legal/social
dilemma.
Post Secondary - Introductory,
Post Secondary - Advanced, Adult,
Professional
29 minutes, order 9-1204-IN

Armed Robbery: Prepare
To Survive

Guidelines for robbery
prevention, what to do

and what not to do during
an attempt, and what to do
after.

“We're using this video with
our small businesses,
convenience stores and
merchants. It's going over
very well. It has some good
ideas about prevention, and
what to expect when a
robbery occurs, what to do
after. We've got a very good
reaction from this film.” Cst
Terry Dyck, Crime Prevention
Unit, Calgary Police.
Adult
20 minutes, order 1-9810-IN

Auto Theft: Preventing
The Crime

A professional car thief
demonstrates how

unsuspecting drivers make
stealing cars such a snap.
Also discusses preventative
measures everyone can
take.

Open caption version
available.
Adult
17 minutes, order 1-9970-IN

NEW RELEASE

Bully No More: Stopping
The Abuse

Host Ruby Unger talks
with a wide range of

kids who tell how to keep
from being a target of
bullies; how to stop bullies
and get them help; and
what to do if you're a
witness. This research-
based program addresses
the four types of student
peer abuse — physical,
verbal, emotional, and
sexual.

Animation and humour are
used to illustrate the
teaching points, while role
playing examples
demonstrate “win-win”

techniques for handling
bullies. Messages stress
respect, compassion,
assertiveness and non-
violence.

Ruby Unger is a former
special education teacher,
she is the creator of a
number of award-winning
educational videos, also
distributed by CLC, for
children in primary
through secondary grades.
Her warmth and comic
style put kids at ease as
together they find the
solutions to everyday
tough situations.

A comprehensive Teachers'
Lesson Plan for those
purchasing or previewing
this video is available at no
cost from the CLC web site
as a PDF document. To
download and print enter
the following URL in your
web browser:

HTTP://WWW.CANLEARN.
COM/GUIDES/1-24960
BULLY.PDF

You will be asked for a PIN
number in order to
open/read this PDF. Enter
“1-24960" (without
quotation marks).

You will need to have the
lastest version of Acrobat
PDF reader (available free
from
HTTP://www.adobe.com).
Be patient, the dowload

time depends on the speed
of your internet
connection. Need help,
email us at
info@canlearn.com
Ages 9 to 11
20 minutes, order 1-2496-IN

Carjacking

A carjacking can happen
anywhere at anytine to

anyone. Through dramatic
recreations and expert
advice, viewers can learn
to protect themselves.
Although there is no
stereotypical carjacker to
identify, there are some
ways to recognize a
potential carjacking
situation. Law Enforcement
Instructor Ken Barnes
instructs viewers on
prevention techniques and
advises them on how to
react when faced with a
carjacker.
Adult
9 minutes, order 1-8779-IN

Case For Neighborhood
Watch

Shows how to start a
program and how to

keep interest alive in the
group after the novelty
wears off.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-9729-IN
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Cheating, Lying And
Stealing

This program creates
realistic situations to

help children examine their
value systems to avoid
negative decisions and
their destructive
consequences.

Recommended for Alberta
Safe and Caring School
Initiative, All Grades
All Ages
20 minutes, order 1-8932-IN

Cheque Fraud: Paper
And Persuasion

The secrets of a
“paperhanger” are

shown as he goes from
mark to mark passing bad
cheques until he is caught
by a clerk who knows and
follows the rules. Illustrates
correct procedures.

“I use Cheque Fraud: Paper
and Persuasion with our
local Loss Prevention
Committee. It's going to be
used soon for inservice
training to give the guys a
look at cheque fraud from the
criminal's point of view. I've
seen a lot of films over the
years and this is an excellent
one.” Cst Jerry LaRose,
North Bay Police, North
Bay Ontario.
Ages 16 to Adult
20 minutes, order 1-9651-IN

NEW RELEASE

Club Drugs: From Rave
To The Grave

Opens with a police
detective interrogating

Vickie, a teen who has
attended a rave with her
friend Sarah. As the video
unfolds, viewers see Vickie
is the more experienced of

the two girls, and she and
a boyfriend convince Sarah
to deceive her parents and
go with them to a rave.
Once there, Sarah finds
that there is more to rave
culture than high-energy
lights, music and dancing -
drug use is a huge part of
it as well.  She is given
drugs by a known dealer,
with tragic consequences.

Combining a true-to-life
scenario with the
testimonials of people who
have seen the problem
firsthand, viewers see the
prevalence of these drugs
at the all-night dance
parties know as raves and
the immense dangers of
taking them.

For the adult version Order
2-5144
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
20 minutes, order 2-5143-IN

NEW RELEASE

Club Drugs: From Rave
To The Grave (Adult
Version)

Providing commentary on
the issues raised in the

narrative of Vickie and
Sarah are several experts
with various perspectives
on the club-drug problem.
These authorities include
an agent with the Drug
Enforcement
Administration, a police
captain from a large city in
which raves and club-drug
use are common, two
physicians specializing in
treating drug users, a
substance-abuse counselor,
and a young man who has
seen rave culture and the
drugs that are part of it
from the inside.
Adult
24 minutes, order 2-5144-IN

Community Policing:
Programs And Services

A clear presentation of
the purpose and

impediments of
community-oriented
policing.

Emphasizes the importance
of proper police training in
crime prevention and
community liaison. Offers
practical advice on how
citizens can protect
themselves and work
proactively with police to
enhance neighbourhood
safety.
Post Secondary - Advanced,
Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8860-IN

Computer Crime: Ethics
And Data Security

This video focuses on
computer crime

awareness and prevention,
plus other threats to data
security.

Various computer crimes
are discussed including
theft of computer time,
theft of information,
software piracy, hacking,
espionage, and sabotage.
Other threats such as disc
problems, power problems,
and natural disasters are
examined. Examples are
given of ways to prevent
crime and protect data
including audit logs,
passwords, backing up
data, legal controls, and
security equipment.
Professional, Adult
30 minutes, order 1-9947-IN

Confidential:
Information Security

Information security is an
issue to which few of us

give much thought.  As is
often the case with health
or safety programs, it can
be difficult convincing
employers and employees
that the topic deserves
priority attention and
commitment. This program
presents a “ten
commandments” list to be
considered in security
procedures and dramatizes
several typical theft
situations. It is an
informative introduction to
a difficult and complex
subject.
Adult, Professional
22 minutes, order 1-9842-IN

Consumer Fraud: Games
Con Men Play

Deals with unethical
selling practices. Helps

consumers to avoid traps
set by liars and cheats in
the marketplace. On-
camera advice given by
Consumer Affairs Officer.
Ages 16 to Adult
15 minutes, order 1-9674-IN

Crack

Introduces viewers to
crack and its dangers

including a description of
powdered cocaine and its
more potent form, crack.

Describes the physical and
psychological
complications; major
effects of withdrawal;
effects on unborn children;
and intervention and
prevention.
Adult, Professional
10 minutes, order 2-5136-IN
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Crime And The Elderly

Seniors take special care
to avoid beings victims

of crime.

Provides elderly with
valuable tips they can use
in everyday situations to
make then less vulnerable
to all kinds of crime.
Adult
15 minutes, order 2-5067-IN

The Crime Check Series
Crime Check: Personal
Security

Viewers learn a variety of
helpful safety

precautions that they can
apply when confronted by
a criminal in most any
situation. The program is
designed to assist the
average person in
recognizing and avoiding
dangerous confrontations.
17 minutes, order 1-8645

Crime Check: Responding to
Rape

A general overview of
rape and sexual assault

that stresses the
importance of counselling
and proper medical
treatment. Survivors share
their feelings and
counsellors discuss
prevention techniques,
resistance, and many of
the myths about rape.
30 minutes, order 1-8650

Crime Check: Acquaintance
Rape

This program focuses on
the most common form

of rape: the sexual assault
by a friend or
acquaintance. Topics
addressed include: the date

rape epidemic, methods of
preventions, psychological
coercion, and the
importance if medical
treatment.
22 minutes, order 1-8651

Crime Check: Security
Procedures for Bank
Employees

Common criminal
activities that occur at

financial institutions and
methods of handling these
situations are covered in
detail, including kiting
checks, the manager
approval scam, basic
confidence schemes, and
bomb threats.
18 minutes, order 1-8648

Crime Check: Bank Robbery

Bank employees are
taught all aspects of

armed robbery
confrontations and
assorted precautionary
measures. Crimes
committed by an amateur,
a professional, and an
armed group, as well as
proper responses by
employees, are covered in
detail.
29 minutes, order 1-8649

Crime Check: Retail
Employees

Retail employees are
shown how to protect

themselves and their
workplaces from crime.
Topics covered include:
what to do before, during
and after an armed
robbery, and how to
reduce shoplifting, bad
checks, and credit card
fraud.
28 minutes, order 1-8646

Crime Check: Retail
Management

Through interviews with
experts and informative

narration, retail managers
learn how to handle
employees who steal cash
and merchandise. The
program also identifies
ways to detect the warning
signs of on-the-job
substance abuse.
28 minutes, order 1-8647
Adult
172 minutes, order 1-86450-IN

Crime In The Streets (2nd
Edition)

Most street crime
involves property, and

most can be prevented
with a little “street-wise”
common sense.

Details keeping safe
anywhere, concept of “land
marking” and protective
behaviour.
Adult
16 minutes, order 1-9732-IN

Crime In The Home (2nd
Edition)

Inexpensive steps to
prevent break-ins with

illustrations as to why they
work. Shows ways to
protect property and
personal safety if break-ins
occur.

Open caption version
available.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-9768-IN

Crime Prevention: It's
Elementary
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

McGruff gives children
basic lessons: mark it,

lock it, don't open doors or
give information to
strangers, report any
unusual activity, and obey
laws.
Ages 6-11
12 minutes, order 1-9733-IN

Crime: Senior Alert (2nd
Edition)

Six believable vignettes
convey how senior

citizens can be prey to
scams and robberies within
the home, on the street,
and at businesses.
Dispenses sound advice
without instilling fear.
Adult
21 minutes, order 1-8112-IN

Date Rape
An Abc Afterschool Special

This compelling drama
examines a crime that

accounts for 40% of all
reported rapes.

The story of Gary, a
popular student who has
some very stereotypical
sexist attitudes about
women, and Samantha, a
newcomer to Gary's
school, explores the
damaging effects of date
rape on all parties.

Sam must wrestle with her
feelings of despair and
debasement, and Gary  —
having committed a
criminal act that may lead
to imprisonment — is
forced to re-examine his
perception of women.
Ages 16 to Adult
45 minutes, order 1-8817-IN
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Domestic Violence: A
Multidisciplinary
Training Series

During the last decade
the problem of domestic

volence has received a
dramatic increase in public
and media attention and
presents the criminal
justice system with a major
challenge. Family violence
is not solely a law
enforcement problem;
responding effectively to
family violence requires a
coordinated and integrated
response from many
different groups and social
agencies.

With components for law
enforcement, district
attorneys, medical
providers, public and
community-based
organizations and other
service providers, this
state-of-the-art,
multidisciplinary training
curricula will enhance the
skills and knowledge of all
participants. Designed to
provide training at various
levels, this video combines
a 10-part video program
with a faciliator's guide
and software tailored to
four different tiers of
instruction : Law
Enforcement
Academy/Recruit Training;
First Responder/Patrol
Training; Community
Collaboration; and Family
Violence Specialist
Training.

The video covers various
topics related to domestic
violence, including why
victims of abuse stay with
their abuser, interviewing

victims, children and
batterers, cultural
differences and what to do
when the abuser is a police
officer.

This intensive training
program was developed by
representatives from the
Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department, Los
Angeles County District
Attorney's Office, Los
Angeles County Domestic
Violence Council,
Department of Children
and Family Services and
the LAC/USC Violence
Intervention Program.
Professional
75 minutes, order 1-2499-IN

Emergency Services:
Hotline To Help!

Children are shown
summoning help in

dramatized scenes of
illness, fire, and attempted
break-ins. Shows a
community's emergency
team and a visit to a 911
dispatch centre. Discusses
prank calls.
Ages 6-11
19 minutes, order 1-9851-IN

Employee Awareness:
Sexual Harassment
(Industrial Workplace)
Closed Captioned
Adult
19 minutes, order 1-8539-IN

Employee Awareness:
Sexual Harassment

Dramatizations sensitize
employees to behaviour

that constitutes
harassement; stresses
effects on entire work
environment; answers
common questions.

Closed Captioned
Adult
19 minutes, order 1-8446-IN

Escalating The Violence:
Impact Of Peers

In analyzing how peers
encourage, promote and

receive excitement from
watching others in turmoil,
this program breaks down
a mock fight into its
component parts.

The anatomy of a fight
and the psychology behind
it will help adolescents
understand the roles they
play in the fight, and
what's happening under
the surface.

Presented by Elwood
Robinson, PhD, Professor
of Psychology, and Karen
Futreal, Conflict Resolution
Specialist.
Ages 16 to Adult
13 minutes, order 1-8928-IN

Family Violence: Private
Business, Public Price

An intense, informative
program featuring

actual stories, 911 calls,
and interviews with
victims, therapists, and
police officials.

Topics include: basic
descriptions of potential
victims and abusers,
patterns of abuse, reasons
for staying in an abusive
relationship, how children

are affected, obstacles that
impede both victims and
abusers from seeking help,
and the (American)
Protection from Abuse Act
which provides an
alternative to arrest and
criminal prosecution.
Post Secondary - Introductory,
Adult
29 minutes, order 1-8881-IN

Gangs: The Tough
Decision To Stay Out

Current gang members
can give young people

some pretty convincing
arguments as to why they
should join a gang: “You
get the girls, you get the
money, you get to belong.”

This program seeks to
convince teens to see
through the fantasy to the
reality of joining a gang -
criminal activity, drive-by
shootings, drug abuse and
all too often an early
death.

Alternatives to gangs are
also covered, proving that
protection, popularity,
friendship and power can
all be achieved through
legitimate activities such as
organized sports, school
clubs and volunteer
groups.
Ages 12 to 14, Ages 15 to 18
20 minutes, order 1-9267-IN
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G H B Drug-induced
Rape

Sexual assault is robbery
of the highest degree.

Victims lose something
very personal that can
never be reclaimed -
control of the intimacy and
privacy of the sex act.
Drug-induced rapes leave a
memory gap that will
never be regained.

Veteran Detective Trinka
D. Porrata talks candidly to
viewers about drug-
facilitated rape.  Focuses
on three main areas: how
drug-induced rapes occur;
what individuals can do to
protect themselves and
their friends from such
incidents; and what a
person should do if it
happens to them.

Rohypnol and Gamma
Hydroxy Butrate (GHB) are
two of the most common
sedatives used by sexual
predators. Detective
Porrata discusses the
effects of both substances,
focusing on GHB, the more
dangerous of the two
drugs.
Ages 16 to Adult
16 minutes, order 1-2503-IN

Hate Crimes

Hatred has fuelled
increasing violence in

recent years, both in the
United States and in ethnic
conflicts abroad. This hard-
hitting program examines
the brutal problem of hate
crimes from its roots in
stereotyping and prejudice
through the violence in
today's headlines.

Interviews with those
driven by hatred as well as
the victims of that hatred
show how discrimination
can lead to verbal abuse,
vandalism and physical
violence.
Ages 16 to Adult
22 minutes, order 1-8909-IN

Home Security

Up-to-date look at home
security stressing

deterrence, delay and
detection. Effective use of
locks, lighting, alarms,
Neighbourhood Watch,
and more.
Adult
12 minutes, order 2-5060-IN

How To Tell If A Child Is
Being Abused

Abuse types; behavioural
and physical symptoms;

steps to take if abuse is
suspected. Graphic
portrayal.
Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 2-5069-IN

How To Tell If A Kid Is On
Drugs (2nd Ed)

Provides an excellent
description of all the

major drug categories
including what each looks
like in its various forms,
their common street
names, how they are taken
into the body, their effects,
and what to do if you
suspect your child is
involved.

Provides parents and
others with the possible
signs of use, and ways of
discussing suspected use
with the child.

This is an excellent tool for
parents, educators and
police and is presented in a
factual, no-nonsense style
that is easy to understand.
Adult
20 minutes, order 2-5133-IN

In Their Own Words
(Changed By Fire)

Arson is the fastest
growing teen and pre-

teen crime in North
America.  Last year, more
than half of the 500,000
arson fires were set by
people 18 years of age
and younger.

Now in this new 12-minute
video, Domingo, Amy and
Jason describe the
financial, emotional and
legal price they paid for
setting fires.

These personal stories will
give middle school and
early high school students
a compelling and honest
message about the
consequences of fire
setting.
Ages 12 to 14
12 minutes, order 8-5000-IN

An Inside Job

Businesses lose millions
of dollars a year due to

theft by employees.
Explains how owners and
managers can stop cash
theft, merchandise theft
and fraud by employees.
Professional
12 minutes, order 2-5049-IN

Juvenile Justice: Teens
Behind Bars

Teens take a vicarious trip
to jail in this close-up

look at the justice system's
treatment of young
criminals. Viewers will tour
the world's largest juvenile
jail and a juvenile prison
for violent offenders.
Young offenders in the
system tell their personal
stories and correctional
officers give their own
viewpoints. An overview of
an alternative treatment
program and the probation
network shows how the
system is trying to keep
kids from going back
behind bars.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
24 minutes, order 1-8917-IN

Keeping Neighborhood
Watch Alive

Gives valuable
information on how to

keep neighbourhood
watch groups active and
operating on an on-going
basis. Suggests activities to
stimulate and maintain
participation.
Adult
15 minutes, order 2-5026-IN
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It's Ok To Tell

Appropriate both for
elementary children and

educators who are dealing
with sexually abused
students. The topic is
handled tactfully but in a
straightforward manner
that will give young
viewers the information
and, hopefully, the
confidence to deal with
any problems they or their
friends may face.

Angela finds herself
depressed. withdrawn, and
secretive about the abuse
being inflicted on her by
her stepfather. She is lucky
enough to have a best
friend, Ricky, who gently
pushes her to tell her
mother or some other
adult. Coincidentally, a
classroom teacher is also
discussing abuse and
community resources that
can be of help...including
telling the teacher or
counsellor. Actors, in
realistic scenes  show the
mother's impatience with
Angela's seemingly
rebellious and ungrateful
behaviour. Angela finally
does tell her teacher who
contacts authorities who
help the family.

The film presents vital
information that may be used
easily with mixed groups of
students. Even though the
youngsters shown are of
intermediate grade age, the
presentation may have some
use in middle/junior high
schools as well.

This well produced and
helpful production will be
useful for sharing with
boys and girls in school
and community youth
groups. Educators and

those working with youth
groups will gain insight
into some of the
behavioural symptoms and
fears that are exhibited by
abused children. SCHOOL
LIBRARY JOURNAL

Recommended Resource,
Saskatchewan Education: A
Bibliography for
Elementary Level, Health
Education, Grades 3 to 5,
Safety.
Ages 9 to 11 Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8140-IN

Kids Killing Kids

Malcolm Jamal-Warner
hosts this award-

winning drama that shows
the tragic consequences of
teenagers using guns to
solve their problems, and
how gun use can be
stopped. Four different but
typical stories are
dramatized using the
unusual technique of
telling each story twice.
The first version shows
what can happen when a
gun is involved, the second
version explores the same
story without a gun. It is a
graphic demonstration of
how potentially deadly
conflicts can be resolved
safely and peacefully.

The stories feature a young
man who carries a gun to
school hoping to impress a
girl; a young man trying to
protect his younger brother
from the neighborhood
gang; a depressed teen
whose easy access to a
gun leads to a tragic
outcome; and a promising
teen who, fearing for his
safety, brings a gun to
school. In each of the story
replays, methods to
counter or replace
violence-such as peer

intervention and suicide
hotlines-dramatically
illustrate how handgun
violence and it's tragic
aftermath can be avoided.
Ages 12 to 14, Ages 15 to 18
43 minutes, order 1-8768-IN

Kids Killing Kids, Kids
Saving Kids

Malcolm Jamal-Warner
hosts this Emmy-award

winning drama that shows
the tragic consequences of
teenagers using guns to
solve their problems, and
how gun use can be
stopped.

Four different but typical
stories are dramatized
using the unusual
technique of telling each
story twice. The first
version shows what can
happen when a gun is
involved, the second
version explores the same
story without a gun.  It is a
graphic demonstration of
how potentially deadly
conflicts can be resolved
safely and peacefully. 43
minutes

The second part, Kids
Saving Kids, is a follow-up
documentary showing
different programs through
which young people are
reducing violence, resolving
conflicts peacefully and
maintaining gun-free schools.
These efforts can serve as
models for other schools. (15
mins)
Ages 12-18
58 minutes, order 1-8789-IN

Latchkey Kids

Information to prepare a
child: reviews fire safety;

responding to strangers;
general household safety.
Ages 9 to 11, Ages 12 to 14, Adult
15 minutes, order 2-5038-IN

Lock Out Crime: Keys To
Prevention

Learn how to make your
hospital a safer place for

patients, employees, and
visitors by utilizing
important security
techniques for theft
reduction, property
protection and visitor
monitoring.
Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 3-3010-IN

Mcgruff And Gun Safety
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Scruff tells his uncle
McGruff that a friend has

found a gun in a closet
and wants him to come
over and check it out.

McGruff advises his
nephew of the dangers of
guns, pointing out how
children are hurt or killed
in gun accidents. Scruff
learns that, if he sees a
child with a gun, he should
get away as fast as
possible and tell a
responsible adult. McGruff
shows his nephew several
cases where children get in
big trouble by playing with
guns.

His bottom line message is
kids must make
themselves responsible for
not handling guns under
any circumstances period.
Ages 9 to 11, Ages 6 to 8
15 minutes, order 1-8752-IN
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NEW RELEASE

Mcgruff On Anger,
Conflict And Violence

In this program, McGruff
finds his nephew, Scruff,

angry at his video game.
When Scruff threatens to
break his game, McGruff
promptly explains that
violence is not the answer
to anyone's problem.

McGruff demonstrates to
Scruff and to viewers
through dramatizations
how some potentially
violent situations can be
defused; an argument over
a basketball game and a
disagreement over
computer time in the
library end up being
opportunities for learning
rather than angry
confrontations.

Together McGruff and
Scruff demonstrate the
negative effects violence
can have on students'
relationships and their
lives, illustrate alternatives
to violence, and reveal
simple ways pupils can
avoid violent situations
and resolve conflicts
peacefully.
Ages 6-11
15 minutes, order 1-2540-IN

Mcgruff On Dangerous
Strangers
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

McGruff and his nephew
Scruff are concerned

about the disappearance
of a neighbourhood child.
This sparks a discussion
about the definition of
“stranger” and prompts
McGruff to review practical

ways children can stay safe
on the way home from
school. The story ends
happily when the missing
child is found unharmed.

The fully-interactive CD-
ROM version features full-
motion video and a variety
of fun and engaging
safety-related games.
Ages 6 to 8
15 minutes, order 1-8751-IN

Mcgruff On Halloween
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Gives kids plenty of tips
that will make

Halloween both safe and
fun.
Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11, Adult
14 minutes, order 1-8212-IN

Mcgruff On Personal
Property
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

The crime dog explains
that things always

belong to somebody, and
shows reasons why we just
can't tale something that
isn't ours. Includes
“borrowing” without
asking, and stealing from
the corner store.
Ages 6-11
16 minutes, order 1-9914-IN

Mcgruff On Self
Protection: Preventing
Child Abuse & Neglect
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Explains that any abuse
or neglect is unlawful,

and help is available. Kids
learn they are not at fault,
and strategies for handling
different situations.

Closed Captioned
Ages 6-11
20 minutes, order 1-8573-IN

Mcgruff On Vandalism
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

McGruff talks about the
destruction of property

and explains how
vandalism hurts everyone.
Three stories about kids
and vandalism show why.
Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11
16 minutes, order 1-8136-IN

NEW RELEASE

Mcgruff's Bully Alert

Many children today are
the victims of bullies. In

this video we meet Juan
and Andrea, two children
who are bullied at school.
Fortunately, McGruff is
there to help them out.

He describes what a bully
is and why bullies can be
so mean. Using examples
from his files, McGruff
shows how to stand up to
bullies by ignoring them,
talking to them, or
notifying adults when
bullies threaten violence.

Using McGruff's advice,
Juan and Andrea are able
to stand up to their bullies
and use respect to get
along with difficult people,
making this program an
essential tool in helping
viewers deal with a
common but terrible
problem in school and on
the playground.

A comprehensive Teachers'
Lesson Plan for those
purchasing or previewing
this video is available
without cost from the CLC
web site as a PDF
document. To download
and print, enter the
following URL in your web
browser:

HTTP://WWW.CANLEARN.
COM/GUIDES/1-
2541_ATM.pdf

You will be asked for a PIN
number in order to
open/read this PDF. Enter
“1-2541" (without
quotation marks).

You will need to have the
latest version of Acrobat
PDF reader available free
from
HTTP://WWW.ADOBE.COM
. Be patient, the download
time depends on the speed
of your internet
connection. Need help?
Email us at
info@canlearn.com
Ages 6-11
15 minutes, order 1-2541-IN

Mcgruff's Drug Alert
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Warns about both legal
and illegal drugs.

Points out that, unlike
poison, drugs have no
warning labels. Also
available in Laser Videodisc.
Ages 6-11
11 minutes, order 1-9913-IN

Mcgruff's Gang Alert
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Explains how street gangs
can hurt the community

and disrupt the lives of its
members. Dramatizations
show that gangs take
away young people's
freedom to make their
own decisions.
Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11
16 minutes, order 1-8135-IN
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Mcgruff's Guide To
Personal Safety
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Help children understand
that they have the right

to protect their personal
space; shows difference
between the actions of
people whose closeness is
and is not good.
Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11
9 minutes, order 1-9915-IN

Mcgruff's Self-care Alert
Mcgruff The Crime Dog Series

Recommended,
Saskatchewan

Education. Health
Education, A Bibliography
for The Elementary Level:
Grades 1 to 3: Safety

Experiences of children
who have learned to
protect themselves at
home alone; suggestions
to deal successfully with
loneliness.
Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11
17 minutes, order 1-8211-IN

Move (Exercise And
Movement)
Goodbodies Series

Get Moving! Celebrate all
kinds of body

movements. Discover why
you can never sit
completely still!

Visit a karate school and
see how this movement is
done and how mental
strength is also needed.
Read all about someone's
love of dance. Learn about
aerobic exercise and why
it's so good for you.
Early Years, Ages 6 to 8
15 minutes, order 5-4921-IN

Not By Strangers Only

Reinforces that you don't
have to accept sexual

intimidation from anyone;
examines psychology and
methods of rape;
protective, preventive
measures.
Ages 12-18, Professional
14 minutes, order 2-5022-IN

Police Officers Day And
Night (2nd Edition)

Female and male officers
are seen as we follow an

officer for a day, and meet
a family man who wants
to serve and protect his
community.
Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11
12 minutes, order 1-9691-IN

Rape: Not Always A
Stranger

Never the victims fault,
safety procedures

minimize risks and help
women avoid dangerous
situstions. Legal and
medical procedures
dramatized.
Adult
25 minutes, order 1-9989-IN

Reducing School
Violence Through Ethnic
Harmony

Five months after a racial
brawl tore their U.S.

school apart, a group of
high school students
comes together to consider
the impact of continued
racial and ethnic strife on
their future.

As these students discuss
specific barriers to peaceful
coexistence, they
discover/reaffirm the
importance of
communication,
understanding, and
respect.

This program offers clear
proof that youth can not
only envision a better
future but also effect one.
Also available in Laser
Videodisc.
Ages 12-18
29 minutes, order 1-8745-IN

Running Away: A Dead
End

Powerful presentation
telling the truth about

surviving on the street,
should be seen by all
teens, parents and
educators.
Ages 12-18
15 minutes, order 2-5043-IN

Safe And Sound

This business crime
program examines the

latest in burglary
prevention equipment.
Also includes tips to
employees faced with an
armed robber.
Adult
13 minutes, order 2-5025-IN

Shoplifting: Preventing
The Crime

Teaches small business
owners how to protect

their inventory. A
professional shoplifter
shows the tricks of the
trade. Prevention tips are
precise and easy to follow.
Adult, Professional
23 minutes, order 1-9839-IN

Shoplifting: An Arresting
Situation

Aimed at teenagers who
make up the majority of

amateur shoplifters. Helps
persuade teens to not try
shoplifting. A valuable aid
for any crime prevention
program.
Ages 12-18
15 minutes, order 2-5063-IN
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Scared Straight! 20 Years
Later

In 1978, seventeen
teenage lawbreakers

were taken inside of
Rahway—a maximum
security prison in New
Jersey. The reason,
however, was not to serve
time in jail for their crimes.
Rather, they were being
sent to Rahway in an
attempt to convince them
to abandon crime and
build a better future for
themselves.

How was this to be
accomplished?  In a raw
confrontation, a group of
hardened convicts called
“The Lifers” tried to literally
scare the kids into going
straight.  Using explicit
language and “in your
face” tactics, The Lifers
spared their audience
nothing while revealing
what life behind bars is
really like.  The
groundbreaking film Scared
Straight! documented this
experience, winning an
Academy Award and eight
Emmys after it first aired
twenty years ago.

What has happened to
these kids over the past
twenty years? Are any of
them in prison? Are any of
the convicts out? Today, 20
Years Later revisits some of
the teenagers—now in their
thirties—and the convicts who
tried to change their lives.

Combining current
interviews with clips from
the original program and
interviews conducted ten
years later, this video
shows viewers how the
experience impacted the
futures of the teens and
convicts alike.  One major
revelation serves as a
lesson to everyone: in
cases where after twenty
years nothing much had
changed for a participant,
drug and alcohol abuse
could almost always be
identified as the underlying
cause.

Most of the teens and
many of the convicts
benefitted from the
experience, adding to the
many reasons to continue
the program for new
generations. For viewers,
especially teens who are
currently committing
crimes or those who are
“on the edge”, this program
will serve to jolt them into
understanding what life in
prison really means.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
90 minutes, order 1-2282-IN

Shoplifting Doesn't Pay

Many teens consider
shoplifting a minor

crime that doesn't result in
severe penalties.
Documents a teenager
who learned differently
after he is arrested.
Ages 12-18
18 minutes, order 1-8427-IN

Staying Home Alone

Teaches youngsters how
to handle a variety of

situations they may
encounter while on their
own, including basic
accident prevention, first
aid and emergency
preparedness measures.
Includes a letter to parents.
Adult, Ages 9 to 11
15 minutes, order 1-8448-IN

Stolen Identity: Crime Of
The Millennium

Stolen Identity - When one
person literally takes

over the identity of
another person. When one
person assumes the
identity of another by
taking their name and
personal information to
steal money and credit
cards or to commit serious
crimes.

It's one of the fastest
growing crimes in the
country, partly because it's
so easy to perpetrate.  It
can happen to anyone and
at any time. All the person
needs to steal someone's
identity is a drivers license
or social insurance card.

This program identifies and
explains the means by
which a person's identity
can be stolen—credit repair,
shoulder surfing, account
takeover, dumpster diving,
social engineering or a
dishonest employee—and
gives some of the reasons
why this type of crime
occurs.

Victims of stolen identity
share their stories with
viewers, describing how
difficult it is to regain your
identity once it's been
taken.  Precautions are
outlined to help viewers
avoid becoming a victim of
stolen identity, including
shredding all personal
documents and never
freely giving out your
social insurance number
and ways to repair
damage done by identity
thiefs are described.
Adult
28 minutes, order 1-2504-IN

Street Crime Prevention

Gives viewers an
awareness of street

crime and how to avoid
becoming a victim.
Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 2-5098-IN

Surviving Rape: A
Journey Through Grief

Five rape survivors share
their experiences along

the road to recovery. Using
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross'
model, the program
describes five stages of
grieving often experienced
by victims of rape and
helps victims to become
survivors.
Adult, Professional
30 minutes, order 1-8455-IN
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Teasing: It's No Joke

A fight between two boys
in the school yard,

which started when one
boy called the other “trailer
trash”, sparks a discussion
in the classroom about
teasing—the kind that hurts
us and makes us doubt
ourselves.  At the teacher's
request, Sheridan
volunteers to take on an
extra credit project that will
show the class that teasing
is no joke.

With the help of a
ventriloquist and his
puppets, Sheridan and her
teacher explain why
teasers act the way they
do.

Reasons include an
unhappy home-life,
insecurity, unable to form
positive friendships,
revenge and learning
disabilities.  Students are
taught how to defend
themselves against the
painful abuses of teasing
by telling the teaser how
they feel, not retaliating
and reporting incidents to
parents and teachers.

Sheridan concludes her
presentation by showing a
video which features
several students who have
been teased about
everything from
appearance and race to
disabilities and being too
smart.  Often on the verge
of tears, the students
describe how incessant
teasing has made them
feel bad about themselves
and caused them
emotional pain.

This moving program has
a simple, but very
important message—"Be
nice to others."

A presenters' guide is
available as a PDF file from
the CLC website for those
purchasing or previewing
the video. To download
the PDF guide, from your
internet browser enter the
following URL:

HTTP://WWW.CANLEARN.
COM/GUIDES/1-24970
TEASING.PDF

In order to open/read this
PDF, you will be asked for
a PIN number. Enter “1-
24970" (without quotation
marks). Please be patient,
the download time
depends on the speed of
your internet connection.
Need help? Email us at
info@canlearn.com
Ages 9 to 11
22 minutes, order 1-2497-IN

Teens And Guns:
Preventing Violence

On any given school day,
160,000 guns are

carried into American
classrooms by students.
Every day, 15 youths are
killed by handguns. An
American adolescent
commits suicide with a gun
every six hours. Firearm
murders of youths 19 and
under rose 125% in a
recent six-year period.

Featuring movie star
Samual L. Jackson, this
program examines the
problem of teens and guns
from a variety of
viewpoints - students,
victims, parents, educators,
courts, police and
perpetrators - and
discusses possible
solutions.

Rap group “Slick Boys” uses
teen-oriented music to
reinforce the anti-violence
message. The group,
consisting of three Chicago
cops who want to get guns
away from teens, has won
national attention, both
from the media and from
the young people they
work hard to reach.
Ages 16 to Adult
29 minutes, order 1-8966-IN

Thumbs Up For Kids:
Testifying In Court

Designed for children
aged 3-8, explains court

procedures and reduces
the fear of testifying in
court. Introduces the key
members of court and their
roles, emphasizing that
testifying and telling the
truth is good and
important.

Included in “The Child
Witness Kit” produced by
the B.C. Attorney General,
Community Justice Branch
and distributed to the
province's Crown Counsels
for use in their Victim
Assistance Programs.
Early Years, Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to
11, Adult
13 minutes, order 1-8522-IN

The Truth About Hate
(Library Version)
The Teen Files Series

Emotional and hard-
hitting, this new

production explores the
origins of hate through the
eyes of today's teenagers
as they come face to face
with their own racism,
ethnic bigotry, religious
hatred, and sexual
discrimination.

Initially, the teens
appearing in this program
express the attitudes that
the exclusion of other
individuals and groups is a
necessity, that racism is not
a problem in our society,
and that their attitudes are
justifiable and cannot be
changed.

Through interactive
experiences with other
teens who are different
from themselves, and
emotional encounters with
people who have been
victimized or affected by
hate due to family and
social ties, these young
people gradually learn to
face the destructive reality
of their prejudices.

Providing examples of real
solutions to the problem of
hatred, this program seeks
to encourage every
viewer—young and old—to
rethink issues of prejudice
and eliminate hatred from
their lives.

An Arnold Shapiro
Production.
Ages 12-18, Adult
49 minutes, order 1-2280-IN
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The Truth About
Violence
The Teen Files Series

Teen violence has
reached epidemic

proportions. U.S. statistics
show that over half of
children in grades 6
through 12 say they could
get a handgun. Since 1980,
1 in 4 murders of juveniles
involved a juvenile
offender. More than 2,000
children are abused every
day and 80% of those
children go on to commit
violent acts.

Arriving at a time when
Americans are seeking
reasons for - and solutions
to - the problem of teen
violence, this explosive
new documentary explores
violence and its
consequences through the
eyes of eight Los Angeles
teens. Two of the teens are
in gangs, two are involved
with gang members, three
are on probation for
violent behaviour, and all
of them have histories of
harming their peers,
teachers, or themselves.

The program begins with
the teens expressing their
feelings about violence.
Hardened by their own
experiences, these young
people see violence as a
necessity in their daily
lives, think nothing of
carrying or potentially
using a gun, and do not
consider the consequences
of their violent acts to
themselves or others. By
their own admission, they
enjoy the power they feel
from their violent
behaviour.

The teens then participate
in a month-long journey
that brings them face-to-
face with how violence
impacts victims' lives. They
visit the USC Medical
Center and witness in
graphic detail the effects of
violence; they tour a
battered women's shelter;
they undertake a grueling
challenge in the rugged
Colorado mountains to
learn empathy, teamwork,
and that it is possible for
them to change their
violent ways.

Then, during a highly
emotional visit, the teens
tour columbine High
School in Littleton,
Colorado, the site of a
mass shooting perpetrated
by two students. The group
listens to a grieving father,
a brother, and a teacher
who share their
heartbreaking stories of
loss and anger.

After a month of learning
to see violence for what it
is, the teens are
determined to change their
lives forever and reach out
to other young people to
help them overcome the
problem of teen violence.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
57 minutes, order 1-2501-IN

Twice A Victim

This dramatic film tells the
story of a young female

college student who is
raped at the end of a date
by a fellow student.

Traumatized and confused
after the rape, she takes
the proper action of being
examined by a doctor but
is reluctant to provide the
police with the identity of
her attacker.

Rather than face the
realization of what has
happened and seek
counselling, she tries to
ignore the fact that the
rape has affected her life.
She pretends that she is
“fine” - but she isn't. She is
haunted by the episode,
and fear and depression
begin to rule her life.

Accidentally encountering
her attacker on campus
leads to an emotional
breakdown, finally finding
the strength to go to a
support group. The
powerful closing scene
effectively illustrates how
common date rape is
among college students.
Ages 16 to Adult
23 minutes, order 1-8791-IN

Vandalism: Just For Kicks

Speaks to young people
about vandalism.  It

explains the extent of the
problem, its implications
on our environment and
personal lives, and offers
solutions.
Ages 12-18, Ages 9 to 11
12 minutes, order 2-5005-IN

Violence In The Home:
Living In Fear

Emphasizes cycle can be
broken only by outside

intervention. Women and
men in treatment describe
how their lives were torn
apart by domestic violence.
Adult
30 minutes, order 1-8120-IN

Violence In The
Workplace
Healthy Living: Road To Wellness Series

The nightmare of
violence in the

workplace is examined as
it impacts schools, colleges,
hospitals and corporations.
This program piques
student awareness of
typical perpetrators of
violence and the many
efforts to diffuse violence
through intervention
programs.
Adult
30 minutes, order 5-4971-IN

Watch What You Drink

ABC News correspondent
Tom Jarriel reports on

growing concerns
surrounding the sinister
use of the drug Rohypnol,
also known as the “date
rape drug.”

The drug offers a relatively
inexpensive high without
the hangover effects of
beer or alcohol. However,
the odourless and
colourless drug has been
implicated in cases of
sexual assault and rape,
usually involving women
who were unaware that
rohypnol had been added
to their drinks and often
unable to remember what
has happened to them.

Tom Jarriel also interviews
women who believe they
were victims of the drug.
The report serves as an
educational tool as well as
a warning to be cautious
when drinking alcohol.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
15 minutes, order 1-9099-IN
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When Children Kill

Intensive look at the
motives behind youthful

murder and what we do
about it after the fact.
Interviews with offenders,
paychiatrists, teachers,
criminologist and an MP.
For academic and general
audiences.
Post Secondary - Introductory,
Post Secondary - Advanced, Adult,
Professional
23 minutes, order 9-1120-IN

White Collar Crime
Series

White Collar Crime:
Understanding White

Collar Crime Defines white-
collar crime and explains
how to know when a
questionable deal becomes
a white-collar crime.

Also describes some of the
key characteristics of a
confidence artist and the
importance of conducting
background checks in
finanical transactions.
27 minutes, order 1-8795

White Collar Crime:
Telemarketing Fraud

Demonstrates how
telemarketing fraud is

committed and how to
avoid becoming the next
victim.

Covers the telemarketing
techniques, mail order
schemes and other scams
used by confidence artists
to take your money. Also
explains how to tell when
products and services
being offered are
legitimate.
25 minutes, order 1-8799

White Collar Crime: Frauds
& Scams Against Seniors

With the growing
population of seniors,

there are more fraudulent
schemes aimed at this
sector of society than ever
before. This program
shows how to spot a scam
before it's too late.

Describes the vulnerability
of seniors and details the
most common forms of
fraud and how to prevent
them.
22 minutes, order 1-8802

White Collar Crime:
Embezzlement

Each year billions of
dollars are lost to

financial criminals. Much of
this is taken through
embezzlement.

Learn about the motivation
and techniques of
embezzlers through
interviews with financial
experts, police and victims.
Also learn how to establish
an effective defence
against them.
24 minutes, order 1-8804

White Collar Crime:
Advance Fee Loan Schemes

Demonstrates through
interviews with victims

how advance fee scheme
criminals operate.

Topics include: the
characteristics and
motivation of these
criminals, preventative
measures to avoid their
schemes, and who to
contact if you become a
victim.
17 minutes, order 1-8806
Adult, Professional
115 minutes, order 1-87950-IN

Working It Out Together:
Staff Version
Peer Mediation And Conflict Resolution
Series

Schools report a decrease
in vandalism, reduced

suspensions from fights
and an increase in
attendance when they
implement a peer
mediation program.

Here's one that's been
school-tested and works!

Authors Dr. Lisa and Harry
Webne-Behrman have
inserviced hundreds of
school districts with their
effective, yet simple peer
mediation program.
Follow their five-step,
common sense approach
to opening lines of
communication between
students and you'll be well
on your way to running a
violence-free school.

Experienced student
mediators use the Webne-
Behrman method to
control lively and realistic
role plays.  They instruct
and motivate students who
want to become peer
mediators.
Professional
30 minutes, order 8-2019-IN

Youth Violence: Failing
Our Children
Healthy Living: Road To Wellness Series

The arrest rate for
juveniles committing

violent crimes has nearly
tripled since 1965. This
program on the continual
rise in youth violence
proposes everything from
genetics to handgun
availability as the cause
behind one of the most
dangerous epidemics in
America.
Adult
30 minutes, order 5-4970-IN

This listing is correct as of
Monday January 8, 2001 but is
subject to change without
notice. If this listing appears to
be out of date, please contact
us for up-to-date pricing and
availability. This is Subject Nbr
36. For a brief master list of all
available subjects, request
document number 800. For an
ORDER FORM, request
document number 801
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Need More
Information
About Our
Programs?
These listings are very
brief. Detailed title
information is only a
free phone call away.

Check out our internet
web page at
www.canlearn.com

Selecting the tab ’online
catalog’ will take you to
a complete listing of
every title available
from us.


